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Finnish storytelling tradition  

Stories  are messages from the ancient past for us Finns.  They date back approximately 2000 – 
500 BC. The information and written records we have  of our oral tradition is, however, quite 
recent. Our storytelling tradition manifests itself as a phenomenon of our folk culture of the 17th and 
18th centuries and consists of elements that are from different periods  of time and represent 
different stages of culture. 

Our storytelling tradition  is  often divided into different categories, fairytales and anecdotes and 
stories and legends. Fables, in particular, have been used as a form of entertainment for both kids 
and adults. Many Finnish fables are universal, for example the story about the fox who manages to 
get a kill by playing dead. Finnish fairy tales often tell a story of an ordinary person who heroically 
escapes from the claws of evil, or they deal with wrongdoings against young women and girls, for 
example plotting female relatives who try to prevent her getting married to the heir of the king. 
These stories reveal the fears of the peasant communities; the rich and the poor, couples, masters 
and servants etc. 

The miracles done by the characters and the saints of the Bible are associated with these stories 
and legends. They were used to warn and teach Finnish people what kind of behavior was pious 
and accepted by God. In the stories breaking these Christian norms often resulted in supernatural 
punisments such as a holy seed not sprouting or a person stealing bread from a poor transforming 
into a woodpecker. Like legends, Finnish stories  also teach correct ways of behaviour. For 
example, the elves living in our forests, waters and homes were to be respected along with the 
dead who were still with us. The stories  have guided Finns to avoid playing cards, dancing and 
stealing so that the sinner would not be punished by the devil or some other supernatural being. 

Our storytelling tradition is about passing on interesting and contentious knowledge and  teaching 
behavioral norms  and attitudes from one generation to another. The peasant communities 
obviously also enjoyed these stories that brought about togetherness. They were often told by the 
older generations, genarations who had witnessed what life was, to their grandchildren. After  a 
hard  day´ s  work they would, for example, sit in the rooms  or kitchen together and, while knitting 
fabrics or carving objects, tell different kinds of stories. At the same time they passed on the 
richness of our language to the next generations.   

 

 

 



 


